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Abstract— Background Deals with the management of people 

in any organization. It’s a management activity that helps 

manager’s recruit, select, train and develops members for 

organizations. Background is expounded to the promotions 

and transfers from among the organization to jobs for that the 

current personnel are appropriate. Background deals with the 

management of people in an organization. It’s a management 

activity which helps managers recruit, selects, Training and 

development members for organizations .It is with the 

people’s dimensions in organizations. Background is 

expounded to the continuous procedure of manpower 

planning, selection, salary administration performance 

appraisal, training and management development and 

retention of talented employees. Thus Background refers to a 

collection of programmes, functions and activities, designed 

and carried out in order to maximize both employees as well 

as organizational effect venal effectiveness. Background is an 

actuating process, which involves every worker. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Background checking is the method of validating the 

information provided to a abeyant employer by a job 

applicant in his or her resume, application, and interviews. In 

most application processes, lying regarding background and 

credentials can keep the employer from hiring the 

applicant. Background checking ensures the employer that 

the candidate has the background and experience claimed. 

Additionally, if it is determined at a later date 

through a background check, that an employee lied about 

credentials, qualifications, experience, and education then 

forth, the employer may fire the employee. This assumes that 

the employee signed a statement attesting to the truth of his 

or her provided information as is that the case on all job 

applications. A lot of people have this idea that a background 

check is like you'd see in the movies, where someone goes 

through your trash and scours your Facebook page in order to 

dig up any little bit of dirt possible. But, that's not really how 

a professional background. 

II. OBJECTIVES OF BACKGROUND CHECK 

The primary objective of Background check of Employees is 

to make sure availability of a competent and willing work 

force to organizations. It is the main objective is to make the 

organization people oriented. 

 To be ethically and socially responsible to the needs and 

challenges of the society while minimizing the negative 

impact of such demand upon the organization. The 

failure of organizations to use their resources for the 

society’s benefits in ethical way may lead to restrictions. 

 To recognize the role of Background in Brining about 

organization effectiveness. Background is not an end 

self. It is only a means to assist the organization with its 

primary objectives. 

 To manage the departments contributions at a level 

rightful to the organizations need. Resources are wasted 

when Background demands. 

 To help employees in achieving their personal goals, a 

minimum of to that extent as these goals enhance the 

individual’s contribution to the organization. Personal 

objectives of employees should be met if employees are 

to be maintained, retained and motivated. 

III. IMPORTANCE OF THE STUDY 

Fortunately, background checks are available to recruiters 

and human resources professionals. Employers nowadays 

have the proper to find out additional concerning the 

candidates they’re about to commit to a legal relationship 

with. They even have the right to ensure that a potential new 

hire doesn’t have anything lurking in their past that would 

potentially harm the business or create a safety hazard for 

clients and other workers. 

IV. SCOPE OF THE STUDY 

Nowadays everyday people with criminal records, falsified 

academic (educational) credentials, and other different 

serious liabilities are employed by companies who fail to 

thoroughly check their backgrounds. The result can be acts 

leading to expensive negligent hiring lawsuits. Moreover, 

employers huge and small feel the requirement to know about 

the background of prospective, even current, employees. 

Employers had a question how to find the best employees 

without violating privacy rights and other laws. 

A. Why we need the employee background check 

Those two words have been devastating several businesses 

and that they could cost you millions of dollars. Negligent 

hiring is that the failures to check the backgrounds of job 

applicants before you hire them. 

If a pizza delivery boy raped a customer, a jury 

awarded the victim a sum of the parent company's cash. The 

company had failed to do a background check which could 

have disclosed the man's previous sex-offense record. 

A trucking company was ordered to compensate a 

family when several family members were injured in a road 

misshape caused by one of its drivers. The amount paid was 

many times what it would have been had the company 

checked the driver's record before hiring him. 

Every day people with criminal records, falsified 

educational institutional credentials, and other serious 

liabilities are hired by firms who fail to thoroughly check 

their backgrounds. The result will be acts leading to 

expensive negligent hiring lawsuits. 

Knowing the backgrounds of the people you hire is 

absolutely essential because a business can be held liable for 

accidents and crimes committed by its staff to protect your 

https://www.thebalance.com/employment-background-checks-practices-1917706
https://www.thebalance.com/do-you-know-who-you-re-hiring-1919148
https://www.thebalance.com/job-application-1918163
https://www.thebalance.com/job-application-1918163
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firm and minimize risk, get reliable background information 

about everyone you consider for employment. 

Employee Background Check minimizes these 

issues with its services. You can verify the accuracy or 

completeness of information provided by job seekers before 

hiring, training and thus reduces the costs incurred by high 

turnover and reduces your risk of liability. 

B. Background check includes 

Background check reports can range from a verification of an 

applicant's Social Security number to a detailed account of 

the potential employee's history and acquaintances. Here are 

some of the pieces of information that might be included in a 

background check. Note that many of these sources are public 

records created by government agencies. 
Driving 

records 

Vehicle 

registration 
Credit records 

Criminal 

records 

Social 

Security no. 

Education 

records 
Court records 

Workers' 

compensation 

Bankruptcy 
Character 

references 

Neighbor 

interviews 

Medical 

records 

Property 

ownership 

Military 

records 

State 

licensing 

records 

Drug test 

records 

Past 

employers 

Personal 

references 

Incarceration 

records 

Sex offender 

lists 

Table 1: Background check reports 

C. Who Conducts Background Checks 

There are several companies that concentrate on employment 

check. It’s outside the purpose of this fact sheet to identify 

background checking companies by name. The very 

important thing to keep in mind is that companies conducting 

background checks fall into several broad categories. This 

can range from individuals commonly known as "private 

investigators," to companies that do nothing but employment 

screening, and to online data brokers. 

Corporations that employ giant numbers of people 

may have a long time relationship with a third-party 

background checking company or may even use an affiliated 

company for his/her employment screening. Other 

background checking companies may follow on a less formal 

basis with employers. There are about many companies that 

conduct employment checking and thousands others 

nationwide, including private investigators. 

With the information age upon us, it is easy for 

employers to gather background information themselves. 

Much of it is computerized, allow employers to surfing on to 

public records and commercial databases directly through 

dial-up networks or via the internet. Finding one of these 

companies is as easy as using an Internet search engine to find 

websites that specializes in "background checks.” Employers 

should beware of companies advertising on the Internet that 

they can "find everything about anyone." They are not 

necessarily going to be in strict compliance with federal and 

state laws, especially the provisions that require accuracy of 

background check reports. 

D. Preparation of Background Check 

When you know you are going to be on the job market, take 

the following steps to reduce the chances that you and/or the 

potential employer will be "surprised" by information found 

in the background check process; 

1) Order a copy of your credit report. 

If there is something you do not recognize or that you 

disagree with, dispute the information with the creditor and/or 

credit bureau before you have to explain it to the interviewer. 

Another individual's name may appear on your credit report. 

This happens when someone erroneously writes down the 

incorrect Social Security number on a credit application 

inflicting that name to appear on your file. Or you might be a 

victim of identity theft. 

2) Check court records. 

If you have an arrest record or have been involved in court 

cases, go to the county wherever this took place and inspect 

the files. Make sure the information is correct and up to date. 

Reporting agencies usually report felony convictions when 

the consumer truly 

3) Check DMV records. 

Request a copy of your driving record from the Department 

of Motor Vehicles, particularly if you are applying for a job 

that involves driving. 

Many employers ask on their application if you were 

ever convicted of a crime. Or they might word the question to 

ask whether or not you have got ever been convicted of a 

felony or misdemeanor. Typically, the application says you 

are doing not need to divulge a case that was expunged or 

dismissed, or that was a minor traffic violation. 

4) Do your own background check? 

If you wish to examine what an employer's background check 

might uncover, hire an organization that focuses on such 

reports to conduct one for you. That way, you will able to 

discover if the data bases of information vendors contain 

erroneous or misleading information. (Consult the Yellow 

Pages under "Investigators.") Or, you can use one of the many 

online search services to find out what an employer would 

learn if conducting a background check in this way. 

5) Ask to examine a copy of your personnel file from your 

old job.  

Even though you are doing not work there anymore, state law 

would possibly alter you to examine your file. Under you can 

access your file till a minimum of a year from the last date of 

employment. And you are conjointly to make copies of 

documents in your file that have your signature on them. You 

may also want to ask if your former employer has a policy 

about the release of personal records. Several organizations 

limit the quantity of data they disclose. 

6) Read the fine print carefully. 

After you sign a job application, you will be asked to sign a 

consent form if a background check is conducted. Read 

thoroughly this statement carefully and raise questions if the 

authorization statement is not clear. Unfortunately, 

jobseekers are in an awkward position, since refusing to 

authorize a background check may jeopardize the chances of 

getting the job. 

Notice of a background check has to be on a separate 

form. The only other information this form can include is 

your authorization and information that identifies you. 

Neither the notice of a background check nor the other form 

should ask questions like "race," "sex," "full date of birth," or 

"maiden name." Such queries violate the federal Equal 

Employment Opportunity laws.  And, you should not be 

asked to sign any document that waives your right to sue a 

screening company or the employer for violations of the law. 
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7) Tell neighbors and work colleagues past and present. 

Tell neighbors and work colleagues, past and present, that 

they might be asked to provide information about you. This 

helps avoid suspicion and alerts you to possible problems. In 

addition, their prior knowledge gives them permission to 

disclose information to the investigator. Forewarning others 

speeds up the process and helps you get the job faster. 

8) Request previous background check reports. 

If you have been the subject of a background check covered 

by the BG Department, you may be entitled to receive a copy 

of your "file" from the employment screening company. If 

you do not know the name of the screening company, ask the 

employer who requested the check. For more on your right to 

get a free employment report. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In past, employee background check is carried out only in the 

government, large sized concern and organizations. They use 

to screen the employee background before getting in to the 

organization in some organization the employee background 

check is conducted during interview process. 

Employee background checks mainly concentrate 

on the major issues of the person like previous employment, 

education qualification and so on. However, still few 

employers are hiring the employee without performing proper 

background check, later they observing the employee 

behavior and performance in the concern, they may realize 

about background check. 
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